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Abstract

Recent advances in image classification mostly rely on the use of powerful local features combined with an adapted image representation. Although Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) features learned from ImageNet were shown to be generic and very efficient, they still lack of flexibility to take into account variations in the spatial layout of visual elements. In this paper, we investigate the use of structural representations on top of pre-trained CNN features to improve image classification. Images are represented as strings of CNN features. Similarities between such representations are computed using two new edit distance variants adapted to the image classification domain. Our algorithms have been implemented and tested on several challenging datasets, 15Scenes, Caltech101, Pascal VOC 2007 and MIT indoor. The results show that our idea of using structural string representations and distances clearly improves the classification performance over standard approaches based on CNN and SVM with linear kernel, as well as other recognized methods of the literature.
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1. Introduction

The dominant approach to image classification has long been to extract image representation vectors from local handcrafted features, e.g. SIFT or SURF. Traditional approaches such as bag of visual words (BoVW) with spatial pyramid representation (SPR) or Fisher vectors (FV) first extract the local features, then encode them using a visual vocabulary and finally pool them into a single image representation vector. In a second step, a classifier such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), is trained on all resulting vectors to later recognize the class of unknown images.

Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have provided outstanding performance in the field [1 2 3]. It is attributed to their ability to simultaneously learn
discriminative local features and a powerful image representation vector from an image without any preprocessing requirement. A CNN structure is generally composed of alternating convolutional layers and sub-sampling layers, followed by fully connected layers and the output layer. The latter is often a softmax classifier designed to generate probabilistic labels for each class. It is common to find hybrid approaches that combine a SVM classifier with a CNN feature extractor pretrained on a large dataset such as ImageNet. The overall idea is to cut off the output of CNN one or two layers before the output layer and thereby use the image representation vector obtained as input for SVM. Doing so, it is expected to benefit from generic pretrained CNN features and learn specific models on smaller datasets using SVM. Instead of using an SVM to learn the specific model, another alternative is to refine the pretraining of the CNN by adding a fine-tuning step with the target dataset [2, 3].

![Figure 1: Pairwise and structural comparison of two images. Images are represented using spatial sum pooling of features. For the purpose of simple illustration, three types of local features are used to denote car features (yellow circles), background features (green triangles) and uniform features (blue stars). In classical approaches, similarity is computed using pairwise region-to-region comparisons. Here, the matching fails because the object of interest, i.e. the car, appears at different locations within images. In structural approaches, images are considered in terms of their parts. Parts at different positions can be matched together in order to compensate some geometric transformation effects, as translation here.](image)

In all previous approaches, an image is represented as a fixed length vector. The importance of capturing the spatial layout of the image through this global vector has been recognized for object and scene classification tasks. In contrast to BoVW which ignores the spatial layout of the features, CNN tends to preserve it too much, reducing in all cases the invariance to geometric transformations. Invariance of the BoVW model is coupled with the invariance properties of the local features. Spatial pyramid pooling was definitely the most noticeable contribution to integrate their spatial layout in the model. In SPR like methods, the final representation vector captures the local invariance but assumes that similar parts of a scene or an object generally lay in similar regions.
of the image, limiting the robustness to translation, rotation, scaling or other viewpoint change. In the same manner, CNN pretrained on very large datasets such as ImageNet has the ability to learn complex transformations and the local invariance of features through max-pooling within each feature map. The fully connected layers encode their spatial layout, independently from the image content, limiting the robustness to geometric transformations. Recent research works aim to propose more orderless representations on top of CNN to improve classification results, for examples, for texture [4] or for scene [5, 6, 7, 8]. To sum up, a first limitation of these models, while very efficient, is that they resolve local visual ambiguities, but still, the final global representation vector is not invariant to geometric transformations.

A second limitation of these representations is the lacking ability to represent relationships that might exist between different regions of an image. As a result, to compute a measure of similarity between each pair of images as required by SVM, the only possibility is to make pairwise region-to-region comparisons, limiting the ability of the system to recognize images that are visually similar but not identical because of some geometric transformation of the total image or one of its part. It would seem interesting to introduce flexibility during the matching process and find the best correspondences between the different regions taking into account their visual content (Figure 1).

So far, in the mentioned methods, image representation vectors capture the local properties of images, and an approximate global matching of these local features among images is actually computed for classification. Our idea in this paper is to increase the representation power of these models by using a structural approach. We propose to model images as strings of visual features. Combining SPR and CNN models with strings allows us to get the best of the two worlds and offers several advantages. First, it allows keeping the discriminative information about the local regions, but also to describe their adjacency dependencies, and implicitly the image structure. An image is now considered in terms of its parts. Second, the concept of approximate matching can be applied to make the comparison of two images more robust to geometric transformations. One popular category of methods for approximate matching uses the edit distance. It can be seen as an active process that finds the best alignment between two strings owing to three main edit operation, i.e. insertion, deletion and substitution. Importantly, parts at different positions in images can now be compared and the number of parts does not have to be fixed. It may be adapted to the visual content. Third, an edit distance enables to define a string kernel encoding similarity between each pair of images represented as strings, and therefore, it offers the possibility to benefit from all SVM classification tools on structured data.

In this paper, we investigate the use of structural representations of images to improve image classification. Our contributions are multiple. First, we propose solutions to generate strings with local generic features extracted from a pretrained CNN. A great advantage of using available pretrained CNN tools is to avoid the time consuming CNN training or fine-tuning step. Second, we introduce two edit distance variants dedicated to approximate matching between images represented as strings of visual feature vectors. Third, through a thorough evaluation of our method on different datasets, we show the benefit of taking into account the structural relationships between local CNN features compared to a standard pairwise matching. Also, we show it is more efficient than learning weights of a fully connected layer. Fourth, in our approach with CNN, any size of image can be processed by the convolutional and pooling layers without any resizing.
Moreover, a single pass through the network is required.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work and section 3 introduces our approach to generate strings from local features. Section 4 explains how to use an edit distance to compare such strings and proposes two new edit distance variants adapted to the image classification domain. Section 5 describes experiments and results on image classification tasks. Section 6 concludes the paper and indicates future work.

2. Related work

In the image domain, several problems have successfully been modelled and solved using strings rather than local feature vectors, e.g. text recognition [9, 10, 11], shape matching [12, 13], image classification [14, 15, 16, 17] and video classification [18]. In this section, we focus on the related work that addresses the question of spatial information and topological relationships within SPR and CNN frameworks for image classification.

2.1. SPR based models

Inspired by SPR, many methods rely on spatial pooling to form an image signature vector that encodes spatial information. Different strategies can be adopted to partition an image into spatial bins. The standard SPR model uses three layers of grids 1×1, 2×2, 4×4. Other grid configurations have been proposed combining for instance 1×1, 3×1 (three horizontal lines), 2×2 divisions [19, 20, 21]. [22] suggested to learn the grid divisions. Other configurations were proposed such as pyramidal rings [23], oriented partitions [24] or randomized partitions [25] to make the image representation more robust to geometric transformations. Once the partitioning scheme is defined, most methods consist in computing a local BoVW within each of the spatial bins and concatenate the obtained vectors. The classification step is performed using a distance between those image vectors, ending up to measure the similarity between pairwise spatial regions. These methods offer the advantage to decompose an image into its parts, but loose their topological relationships.

Some attempts have been made to introduce order and topological information into this type of representations using strings [16, 17]. In [16], the authors use a 4×4 partitioning (SPR level 2). Then, an image is represented as a string of 16 local SIFT BoVW obtained following the raster-scan ordering. Images are compared using an edit distance metric as discussed in section 4. The drawback of this approach is that two successive symbols in the string may not correspond to neighboring regions of the image. To overcome this drawback, authors in [17] suggest to represent an image as a set of multiscale strings. First, they use a multiscale grid partitioning. Second, strings are formed by scanning vertically each column of the grids. Doing so, in each string, neighboring symbols correspond to adjacent regions in the image. The vertical ordering is explained by the natural sequencing of objects in a scene along the vertical direction. In our work, as explained in the following section 3, we retain this approach to build strings from images decomposed into grids.
2.2. CNN based models

CNN have emerged as the new state-of-the-art approach for image classification. The standard approach consists in pre-training the CNN architecture with a large dataset (i.e. ImageNet) and to learn a specific classification model either by training a SVM or by fine tuning the CNN on the target dataset [1] [2] [3]. Interestingly, as said in introduction, a CNN model pre-trained on a large dataset can be used as a generic feature extractor. Several available tools exist for this purpose such as OverFeat [26] or Caffe [27].

While the output feature vector is robust to local changes, its robustness to global deformations needs improvements since it preserves too much spatial information. Several very recent works address this question [5] [6] [7] [8]. In [5] [7] [8], authors propose a similar coarse-to-fine analysis of the image within a pyramid structure at N levels. At each level, all patches of a given size are extracted from an image and fed to a CNN network. The 7th layer output which is 4096 dimension is taken as the representation vector of the patch. At level 1, the global image is processed. The three methods differ in the way the obtained CNN features are encoded. In [5], all patch responses are aggregated using a VLAD approach. In [7], a codebook is first learnt from these CNN features and second, the final representation vector is obtained using Locality-constrained Linear Coding and max pooling. In [8], the final representation vector is obtained by average pooling of patch responses of a given scale and concatenation of the different scale resulting feature vectors. These three interesting approaches unfortunately require a lot of computation time to extract the feature vectors from images because each patch must be processed by the CNN. Moreover, the spatial layout of patches extracted at a given scale is ignored.

Another closely related work is the work of He et al. [6], where it is suggested to replace the last pooling layer with a spatial pyramid pooling layer. The obtained vector is then fed to the fully-connected layer. To handle variable image sizes, the authors propose to train several versions of the CNN at various sizes which increase the time required to train the CNN. Moreover, as in BoVW models, this approach increases the local invariance properties, but still preserves the global pairwise matching of the local features that limit the image comparison during the classification step.

To the best of our knowledge, no work in the field so far attempted to unify the CNN based models and structural approaches to improve classification performance.

3. Image representation

Our proposition is to combine the great potential of different ideas seen previously to capture information about local regions together with their spatial adjacency properties. We propose to model images using 1) pretrained CNN features, 2) spatial pyramid pooling applied at the output of the last convolution layer (layer 6) 3) a set of multiscale strings. The pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3.

Note that the CNN is just used as a feature generator. In our work, we never train the CNN with any test dataset, but we use the weights trained from ImageNet by Sermanet et al. [26] team.

3.1. CNN feature extractor

The architecture of the CNN we consider for feature extraction is based on the model of Krizhevsky et al. [1]. We use the OverFeat implementation [26] available with two
network architectures: a fast model and an accurate one. We chose the accurate model pre-trained on the ImageNet ILSVRC 2013 dataset ([28]). It is composed of nine layers including 6 convolutional ones and 3 fully connected ones, the last one being a softmax classifier (Figure 2).

![Architecture of the fast Overfeat model. An input image of size 221*221 is fed to the network. This image is then passed through several convolutions (red) and max pooling (blue) operations at different layers. Layers 7 and 8 are fully connected layers. The final layer is a softmax classifier. Note that the last convolutional feature maps at layer 6 (dashed grey box) are used in our pipeline.](image)

Figure 2: Architecture of the fast Overfeat model. An input image of size 221*221 is fed to the network. This image is then passed through several convolutions (red) and max pooling (blue) operations at different layers. Layers 7 and 8 are fully connected layers. The final layer is a softmax classifier. Note that the last convolutional feature maps at layer 6 (dashed grey box) are used in our pipeline.

This architecture operates on images of spatial input size of $221 \times 221$ pixels. This constraint, imposed by the fully connected layers, often appears as a strong limitation in the use of CNN for image classification. However, in OverFeat, when the feature extractor mode is used, a sliding input window principle is implemented. The input images can be of any size greater than the spatial input size. It is then decomposed into overlapping square 221 pixels windows with an offset of 36 pixels in each dimension. The resulting feature matrix available at the output of a CNN layer has a spatial size augmented by one unit each 36 additional pixels in each spatial dimension.

In our work, to deal with arbitrary input image sizes without cropping, we first resize the image so that the smallest dimension becomes 221 pixels and the other dimension preserves the aspect ratio. Indeed, although the feature extractor may not require any resizing, a standardization of the input size is a common practice to provide efficient image classification for datasets of variable image sizes. Then, in our method, we extract features from the last convolution layer (layer 6, before max pooling) to build the strings. In addition, to compare our results with previous works, we also extract features from the first fully connected layer (layer 7) as a baseline. At the convolutional output of layer 6, feature vectors have 1024 dimensions and the feature matrix has a minimum spatial size of $15 \times 15$. If $X$ is the largest spatial size of the image after resizing, the feature matrix is expended by $(X - 221)/12$ units in this dimension. The 12 factor is the sub-sampling ratio of the network at this layer. At the output of layer 7, there is only one feature vector of 4096 dimensions per input window. The same way, $(X - 221)/36$ additional feature vectors are computed in the largest dimension.

It is common to observe that image classification results increase with the number of
features. When using a CNN feature extractor, it is possible to generate higher number of features by reducing the stride between them. Two approaches are possible: reducing the stride only or reducing the stride and the scale of features simultaneously. The stride reduction alone relies on the computing of several sets of features using translated versions of the input image [26]. The translation factor is chosen to be a fraction of the sub-sampling ratio of the features at the given layer. In our case, to get four times more features at the output of layer 6, we use four images translated by 6 pixels in each direction (the sub-sampling ratio is 12). To reduce the size and the scale of features simultaneously, we only need to start from a larger input image. Instead of using an image of 221 pixels in the smaller dimension, we resize it so that it becomes 442 pixels. This produces also four times more features together with decreasing their scale in the original image.

3.2. Spatial pyramid pooling and string representation

As just explained, our method extracts CNN features at layer 6. Then, our proposition is to pool the features across a spatial pyramid and to structure the spatial bins of the pyramid as a set of strings.

Because of the 1D structure of strings, we must first choose a scanning direction. Although this choice may appear arbitrary, several works argue the use of a particular direction. For example, [24] suggests that vertical or horizontal directions can plausibly better describe relationships among local features. For instance, the sky is above trees, and trees are above grass. Similarly, for urban scenes, in [20], the authors propose to replace the SPM grid division with divisions along the vertical axis to better take into account the composition of this kind of images. Here, following the string definition of [17], we choose to define a set of \( P \) vertical strings by scanning each pyramid level column by column. For example, with the standard 3 levels \( 4 \times 4, 2 \times 2, 1 \times 1 \) pyramid, we can build 4 vertical strings of 4 symbols at level 2, 2 vertical strings of 2 symbols at level 1 and 1 string of 1 symbol at level 0.

In standard pairwise matching methods, the number of bins in the spatial pyramid must be kept small to avoid matching errors. In our flexible matching approach, higher bin numbers can be used in the direction of strings, leading to a non symmetric partitioning. Formally, we introduce two parameters \( H \) and \( W \) to define our spatial pyramid. Parameter \( H \) (respectively \( W \)) represents the number of divisions along vertical (respectively horizontal) axis for the highest level of the pyramid. The number of division for lower levels are obtained after division by successive powers of two until having only one horizontal division. In the standard configuration of our feature extractor, a maximum of \( H = 15 \) divisions along the vertical axis are possible. In addition, to the previous levels we systematically add a global representation of the image by pulling all feature vectors in a single spatial bin. Figure 3 illustrates the string construction with \( H = 8 \) and \( W = 3 \).

After pooling, attention must be paid to normalization of resulting feature vectors. Following the classical spatial pyramid representation, we first normalize feature vectors from each spatial bin independently and we further normalize each pyramid level according to its total number of bins. Vector normalization depends on the classification kernel used for classification. In the linear case a \( \ell^2 \) normalization is applied whereas in \( \chi^2 \) based kernels a \( \ell^1 \) normalization is required.
Figure 3: String construction pipeline. The input image is fed to the first 6 layers of the CNN architecture. The 1024 convolutional maps are spatially max pooled according to a given decomposition scheme. Here, a vertical decomposition scheme $8 \times 3, 4 \times 1, 1 \times 1$ is illustrated. Each vertical band gives rise to a string. The number of symbols in the string depends on the previous decomposition scheme and is equal to the number of vertical adjacent regions (here, 3, 1 and 1). The dimension of each symbol is equal to 1024, resulting from the concatenation of the 1024 feature values obtained in each pooled region.

Typical parameters considered in experiments are $H = 15$ and $W = 3$ which corresponds to the three pyramid levels $15 \times 3, 7 \times 1$ and $1 \times 1$. This spatial pooling generates a set of $P = 5$ strings by scanning each pyramid level column by column: three strings of 15 feature vectors each, one string of 7 feature vectors and a final 1 feature vector string representing the whole image. In section 5 we will investigate the influence of parameter $H$ by taking $H = 15, H = 8$ or $H = 4$.

4. An edit distance for strings of visual features

Comparing strings of visual features is interesting in image classification. Instead of computing an approximate global matching of the visual features, as in SPR-based methods, it enables to find the best alignment of the visual features in the two images that makes it more robust to geometric transformations. Parts at different positions in images can now be compared. The best alignment results from a sequence of edit operations and provides a measure of similarity of the two images. It is computed using the standard edit distance, which will be first recalled in this section. Then, we address the question of finding edit operations and costs adapted to the context of strings of visual feature vectors describing image regions and their dependencies.

4.1. The standard edit distance

The standard edit distance allows computing the optimal alignment of two strings of symbols. A set of edit operations is defined to modify the input string $X = x_1x_2 \ldots x_N$ into the output string $Y = y_1y_2 \ldots y_M$. Several sequences of edit operations exist to
transform \(X\) into \(Y\). A cost function specifies the cost of each edit operation. In this way, the global cost of an edit sequence can be computed as the sum of all individual operations. The idea of the distance is the lower the cost of the necessary operations the more similar the strings. The edit distance between two strings is indeed defined as the minimum cost of all possible sequences of edit operations that transform \(X\) into \(Y\). The supported edit operations with their associated cost functions are as follows:

- insertion: a symbol \(y_j\) can be inserted into \(X\) with cost \(c_{ins}(y_j)\),
- deletion: a symbol \(x_i\) can be deleted from \(X\) with cost \(c_{del}(x_i)\),
- substitution: a symbol \(x_i\) can be replaced by a symbol \(y_j\) with cost \(c_{sub}(x_i, y_j)\).

A simple example of alignment of two strings using the edit operations is shown in Figure 4. It can be retained that the edit distance is able to measure the similarity of corresponding symbols (with the substitution operation), even if they are not at the same spatial corresponding position. Also, it integrates information about the dissimilarity of unmatched symbols (with the insertion and deletion operations).

Computing the standard edit distance can be formulated as an optimization problem and can be carried out with a dynamic programming algorithm. The algorithm consists in computing a \(D(N, M)\) matrix, where \(D(i, j)\) represents the minimum cost of transforming \(X = x_1x_2\ldots x_i\) into \(Y = y_1y_2\ldots y_j\), with allowable edit operations mentioned above. The computational complexity is proportional to the product of the length of the two strings, i.e. in \(O(N \times M)\). The computation is carried out using the following recurrence relation:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{0,0} &= 0 \\
D_{0,j} &= D_{0,j-1} + c_{ins}(y_j), \quad j=1\ldots N \\
D_{i,0} &= D_{i-1,0} + c_{del}(x_i), \quad i=1\ldots M \\
D_{i,j} &= \min\left( D_{i-1,j} + c_{del}(x_i), D_{i,j-1} + c_{ins}(y_j), D_{i-1,j-1} + c_{sub}(x_i, y_j) \right), \\
&\quad i=1\ldots M, j=1\ldots M
\end{align*}
\]

Note that a variant where only the substitution operation is allowed corresponds to a classical pairwise matching approach.

The three classical edit operations are known to be powerful to transform one string into another one and compute their similarity. However, these edit operations can be defined in many ways, and have to be adapted to the application domain. In the present paper, we are concerned with image classification and strings of feature vectors describing image regions. Two questions arise: what does it mean to insert/remove feature vectors when comparing two images? Also, the costs assigned to the three edit operations affect the resulting optimal alignment between two strings. If the costs are changed, then the optimal alignment may also be changed. A second important question is how to choose the costs for strings of visual features. We bring answers in the next sections with two edit distance variants adapted to image classification.
Figure 4: A toy example to illustrate approximate string matching with the standard edit distance. Strings are composed of four types of symbols (dots, triangles, circles and squares). String $X$ has to be modified to match string $Y$ using the classical edit operations. Substitutions occur when symbols are similar. Deletions and insertions allow mismatches to be corrected. The sequence of edit operations to align the two strings is: del - sub - sub - sub - ins - sub.

4.2. Edit distance for image classification

Some edit distance variants have been proposed in many pattern matching applications where strings are composed of a finite set of symbols. For example, several approaches have been experimented for Optical Character Recognition and word spotting in ancient document images \[29, 11\]. Few methods have been presented to consider images represented as strings of feature vectors in image classification \[14, 16, 17\]. In \[14\], the authors propose different solutions to generate strings from the local signatures of interest points. The feature vectors do not represent region information as in our approach, and their proposed distance does not apply. In \[16, 17\], images are represented as strings of local signatures of regions, i.e. local bag of words, as discussed in \[2.1\]. To compare such representations, in \[16\], the authors employ a variant of the edit distance called the Smith-Waterman distance. Its purpose is to find local alignments between two feature sequences and thus to search for a short sequence $X$ into a long string $Y$, which is not in our focus. In \[17\], the authors modify the deletion / insertion operations to virtually adapt the fixed grid initial partitioning. Their new edit operations are indeed used to remove repetitions between consecutive similar symbols in a string when it allows the second string to be better matched. Despite its good results, the main drawback of this approach is to lose the information carried by the deleted histograms, as shown in Figure 5(a).

Here, we propose two versions of the edit distance to compare strings of visual features. A symbol in the string corresponds to a CNN feature vector describing an image region. The first version, denoted $cED$, could be qualified of traditional. It uses the three classical edit operations. It counts the overall cost of single symbols manipulations. The second version, denoted $mED$, is augmented with a new merge operation, which allows a combination of symbols to be matched with either one or many combined symbols. It further extends the notion of inserting/ deleting symbols. The experimental section will study their performance over rigid matching.

4.3. $cED$ and $mED$ definitions

$cED$ definition. The $cED$ algorithm works with the three basic edit operations. As explained previously, the background idea of substitution is to measure the similarity
between corresponding symbols, i.e. CNN vectors. An immediate solution is to apply a classic distance $d$ between feature vectors, such as $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$ or $\chi^2$. The result defines the cost of the operation. The lower the cost, the more similar the feature vectors and the underlying image information. Insertion and deletion model the notion of dissimilarity between unmatched regions. We propose to associate a fixed cost $c$ to these operations that acts as a penalty factor. Practically, when feature vectors are normalized, this fixed cost could be taken as the distance to the null vector which is equal to the norm of the feature vector. Finally, our proposition comes to consider that two CNN feature vectors are similar if their distance is inferior to the fixed cost, i.e. two regions are similar if they have similar CNN features, otherwise a mismatch occurs which is penalized by the fixed cost in the computation of the distance. It is a natural adaptation of the edit operations to evaluate image content similarity and dissimilarity. Formally, these rules lead to the following costs functions:

\begin{align}
    c_{\text{sub}}(x_i, y_j) &= d(x_i, y_j) \\
    c_{\text{del}}(x_i) &= c \\
    c_{\text{ins}}(y_j) &= c
\end{align}

The algorithm requires to compute a dynamic programming table exactly as for the standard edit distance, with the same complexity.

A merge operation between symbols. In images, due to geometric transformations such as scale or translation variations, similar content may occupy a varying number of regions of the grid partition. These changes cause mismatches that are penalized in the alignment process with $cED$, while content are quite similar. Authors in [17] suggested such changes can be seen as adding (or removing) regions similar to their neighbourhood. As a result, they proposed to define insertion / deletion costs as a function of the distance between two neighbouring regions. If one symbol is more similar to its following than to the corresponding one in the other string, the symbol is removed, losing some information, as shown in Figure 5(a). We follow the background idea of this approach, denoted $sED$. However, while in $sED$ the authors completely remove some regions information and manipulate individual symbols, we propose to introduce a merge edit operation that enables to model merge and split operations of regions in an image in order to better match with another image without any loss of information.

The merge operation works on two successive symbols in a string. It can be used to associate a pair of symbols of the input string \{\(x_i, x_{i+1}\)\} with a symbol of the output string \(y_j\), or inversely, it can be used to match a symbol \(x_i\) with a combination \{\(y_j, y_{j+1}\)\} of the output string. Since successive merge operations can be applied either in the input string or the output string, a sequence of symbols \{\(x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_{i+k}\)\} can be matched with a sequence of symbols \{\(y_j, y_{j+1}, \ldots, y_{j+l}\)\}. The merge operation generalizes the insertion and deletion operations. From an image point of view, the merge operation allows a group of consecutive regions of an image to be matched against a group of regions in the second image. It means that if an object is broken into several regions, the corresponding local features may be grouped together to match with the same set of features of the object distributed in one or more regions in the second image. An example is given in Figure 5(b).
More formally, given a sequence of feature vectors \( \{x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_{i+k}\} \), the merge operation consists in creating a new feature vector denoted \( \bar{x}_{i\rightarrow i+k} \) obtained after combination of the corresponding spatial regions. Following the classical pooling operations used in BoVW or CNN, the combination can be a pooling corresponding to a component-wise max or sum:

\[
\bar{x}_{i\rightarrow i+k} = \text{pool}(x_i, x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_{i+k})
\]  

(5)

The cost function of the merge operation between two symbols is defined as the ground distance \( d \) between the two symbols:

\[
c_{\text{merge}}(x_i \rightarrow x_{i+1}) = d(x_i, x_{i+1})
\]  

(6)

If the first symbols results from the merge of previous symbols, the corresponding cost is defined recursively by

\[
c_{\text{merge}}(x_i \rightarrow x_{i+k}) = c_{\text{merge}}(x_i \rightarrow x_{i+k-1}) + d(\bar{x}_{i\rightarrow i+k-1}, x_{i+k})
\]  

(7)

As in \( cED \) or \( sED \), the distance \( d \) can be any distance between feature vectors. To properly compare symbols resulting from various numbers of merge operations, the symbols must be renormalized before distance computation. In experiments, we choose the \( \chi^2 \) distance between symbols and we normalized them in \( \ell_1 \) before distance computation.

**Definition of \( mED \) - a merge-based edit distance:** The same way as the standard edit distance, a merge-based distance is computed by finding the optimal alignment of two strings considering merge and substitution operations. Unfortunately, the dynamic programming algorithm can not be used because symbols are modified each time a merge operation is applied. However, a recursive definition can be derived noticing:

- successive merge operations in the first or the second string can be done in any order leading to identical merged symbols and costs,
- after a substitution, the two remaining substrings are identical to the original substrings.

Let us denote \( mED(X,Y) \) the merge-based edit distance between two strings \( X \) and \( Y \). Then, the minimum cost \( c_{\text{script}}(i,j) \) of all scripts starting with \( i \) merging operations in string \( X \) and \( j \) merging operations in string \( Y \) is given by:

\[
c_{\text{script}}(i,j) = c_{\text{merge}}(x_1 \rightarrow x_i) + c_{\text{merge}}(y_1 \rightarrow y_j) + c_{\text{sub}}(x_{i+1}, \tilde{y}_{j+1}) + mED(\{x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_M\}, \{y_{j+1}, \ldots, y_N\})
\]  

(8)

Thus, the final distance is obtained by minimizing the cost over all scripts starting with merge operations in one of the two strings:

\[
mED(X,Y) = \min_{i=1\rightarrow M, j=1\rightarrow N} (c_{\text{merge}}(x_1 \rightarrow x_i) + c_{\text{merge}}(y_1 \rightarrow y_j) + c_{\text{sub}}(x_{i+1}, \tilde{y}_{j+1}) + mED(\{x_{i+1}, \ldots, x_M\}, \{y_{j+1}, \ldots, y_N\}))
\]  

(9)
Figure 5: Comparison of \textit{sED} and \textit{mED} variants of edit distances. (a) Method \textit{sED} proposed in \cite{17} (b) the proposed merge-based edit distance, \textit{mED}. Both methods find an alignment to better compare the visual content of the two images than direct rigid matching. However, method (a) removes some regions that are similar to the neighbouring ones, while the second one keeps all the information by merging their feature vectors.
This definition can be directly converted into a recursive algorithm. The computational complexity of this algorithm in terms of number of inter-symbol distance computations is $O(N^2M^2)$. Indeed, for each evaluation of equation \[9\] $NM$ distances between merged symbols must be computed. Although these distances can be precomputed to prevent re-computation during nested recursions, the total number of distances to evaluate is proportional to $N^2M^2$. The complexity can be reduced to $O(NM)$, if merged symbols $\overline{x}_{i+k}$ are approximated by pooling at most the last $k_{max} + 1$ symbols such that:

$$\overline{x}_{i \rightarrow i+k} = \text{pool}(x_{i+k-k_{max}}, x_{i+k-k_{max}+1}, \ldots, x_{i+k})$$

(10)

We experimentally verified that a value $k_{max} = 4$ gives a good approximation of the final distance.

4.4. String edit kernel

For classification purpose, the use of a SVM kernel is required. In our case, an image is represented as a set of $P$ strings corresponding to vertical scans of the image. Thus, to compare two images $\mathcal{I}$ and $\mathcal{J}$, we propose to perform first a pairwise edit distance between string-pairs $(X_i, Y_i)$ from the two images. Then, after summation, the results is plugged into a radial basis kernel such that:

$$K_{ED}(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{J}) = e^{-\gamma \sum_{i=1}^{P} ED(X_i, Y_i)}$$

(11)

where ED stands for any edit distance, $cED$, $sED$ or $mED$. Although this kernel is not positive definite, as shown in \[30\], it can still be used for SVM classification provided the parameter $\gamma$ is adjusted so as the kernel matrix is positive for the current training data. Practically, this is achieved by optimizing the classification results by cross validation \[30\].

5. Experiments

In this section, the goal is to study the performance of structured matching on CNN features for various datasets. We aim at confirming that structured matching surpasses the performance of traditional rigid matching approaches. For this purpose, we consider two different baselines: 1) the rigid matching automatically learned by CNN using features from the first fully connected layer and 2) the rigid matching provided with a spatial pyramid pooling using features from the last convolutional layer. The results of our proposed structured matching are analyzed and compared to these baselines. In most state-of-the-art methods, several image crops sometimes at different resolutions are used to get improved results. To provide fair comparison, we also give refined results for our method by using either stride or scale reduction in the feature extraction process (see section \[3.1\]).

In all experiments, we used Overfeat, the CNN features’ extractor pretrained on ImageNet proposed by Sermanet et al. \[26\] team. Only the SVM classifier was learned from the target dataset.
5.1. Compared methods

Four different configurations are compared.

**Baseline 1. OverFeat:** We evaluate the performance of the OverFeat features generated after the first fully connected layer (layer 7), before the ReLU normalization. These features of size 4096 result from the combination of neurons from the last feature map. They are used to train SVM with a linear kernel, as often done in the literature. This baseline method is examined to compare such global image representation after a fully connected layer with our representations built on spatial pyramid pooling of the last convolutional feature map, as explained in section 3.2.

**Baseline 2. SPP-Lin:** We extract features from the last convolutional layer (layer 6). This produces a spatial $15 \times 15$ matrix of 1024 dimensional local feature vectors per input window position. These vectors are pooled (with max pooling) in a spatial pyramid and concatenated to get the final image representation vector, which is used to evaluate the classification through a linear SVM classifier. This baseline approach is examined to investigate the performance of spatial pyramid pooling with rigid matching in comparison with our string spatial pyramid pooling with approximate matching on the same feature maps.

**SPP-ED:** As in the previous approach, we extract features from the last convolutional layer (layer 6) and we pool them in the same spatial pyramid. Then we build the vertical strings and we use an edit kernel based SVM classifier as proposed in this article. We denote SPP-sED, SPP-cED and SPP-mED the methods associated to sED, cED or mED edit distances respectively. These distances rely all on the $\chi^2$ distance for cost computation. Feature vectors are normalized in $\ell_1$. In mED, the merge operation corresponds to a sum of successive symbols. In cED, ins/del costs are fixed to 0.5 which corresponds to the $\chi^2$ distance between $\ell_1$ normalized symbols and the null symbol.

**Refined SPP-ED:** In this configuration, the purpose is to evaluate the full potential of our edit based distances. The best performing version according to the dataset is refined either by using resolution, scale augmentation or specific improvements which were already used in concurrent state-of-the-art methods.

5.2. Evaluation

The evaluation was conducted using four datasets: two scene datasets, 15Scenes and MIT indoor, and two object datasets, Pascal VOC 2007 and Caltech 101.

The 15Scenes dataset, introduced by [31], contains 4485 images in 15 classes from both outdoor and indoor scenes. Following the setting of [31], a 10-fold cross validation is used on random train/test subsets. 100 per class images are used for training and the rest for testing. The mean accuracy and the standard deviation over the 10-folds are reported for evaluation.

The MIT indoor dataset is a larger scene dataset, which contains 15,620 images in 67 classes. The images represent cluttered indoor scenes with complex spatial layout. For experiments, we follow the original protocol of [32], which consists of 80 training images and 20 testing images per class. Performance is reported in terms of average classification accuracy across all categories.
The Pascal VOC 2007 dataset consists of 9963 images from 20 different object classes. Objects can have different scales, viewpoints and illuminations and several objects from different classes may appear in a single image. The evaluation follows the setup of VOC challenge by computing the mean average precision (MAP) over the given test set. The training is made using the concatenated training and validation sets.

The Caltech101 dataset [33] contains 9144 images in 102 object classes. In this dataset, a 10-fold cross validation is used on random train/test subsets. We randomly choose 15 or 30 images for training and up to 50 images per category for testing. The mean accuracy and the standard deviation over the 10-folds are reported for evaluation.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Structural vs classical rigid representations

In this section, we first evaluate the potential of our structural representation over a classical static representation on the four datasets. For this purpose, we propose to compare the results obtained with the Overfeat and SPP-Lin baselines and our SPP-xED variants. First sections of Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 report the accuracies and MAP values of the different methods. For SPP-based methods, \( W = 3 \) and \( H = 15 \) were used for for 15Scenes, MIT indoor and Pascal VOC 2007 while \( W = 4 \) and \( H = 15 \) were applied for Caltech101.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CNN Layer</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overfeat</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>1 resize</td>
<td>86.99 ± 0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-Lin</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling, 15 × 3, 7 × 1, 1× 1</td>
<td>89.34 ± 0.38, 90.82 ± 0.39, 90.77 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-sED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling, 15 × 3, 7 × 1, 1× 1</td>
<td>90.77 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-cED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling, 15 × 3, 7 × 1, 1× 1</td>
<td>91.06 ± 0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-mED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling, 15 × 3, 7 × 1, 1× 1</td>
<td>91.57 ± 0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification accuracy for 15Scenes dataset. For multiscale methods, the number of patches used is indicated in parentheses. The last value indicated with "*" is not directly comparable because it combines four different CNN trained with two different versions of ImageNet.

The comparison of the two baselines Overfeat and SPP-Lin already leads to a first interesting result. We indeed remark that Overfeat baseline is systematically below SPP-Lin. The improvement provided by SPP-Lin is greater than 3% for the first three datasets and reaches 5.5% for Caltech101. This demonstrates that using the spatial pyramid pooling from the last convolutional layer is a better strategy than using combined features from the fully connected layers. This first intermediate result is of interest and has not been reported in the literature before.

Moreover, from the four tables, it is clear that the three structural SPP-ED methods clearly outperform the SPP-Lin baseline, and consequently, the Overfeat one. The im-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CNN Layer</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overfeat</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>1 resize</td>
<td>60.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-Lin</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling</td>
<td>64.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-sED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>15 × 3, 7 × 1, 1 × 1</td>
<td>68.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-cED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>7 × 1, 1 × 1</td>
<td>68.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-mED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>1 × 1</td>
<td>68.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined SPP-sED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling dense features</td>
<td>69.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razavian et al. [34]</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>1 resize</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razavian et al. [34]</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>C+R Augm</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gong et al. [5]</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>1 resize</td>
<td>53.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gong et al. [5]</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>Multiscale (21)</td>
<td>68.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jie and Yan [7]</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>line tune</td>
<td>60.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jie and Yan [7]</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>line tune</td>
<td>68.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Classification accuracy for MIT indoor dataset. For multiscale methods, the number of patches used is indicated in parentheses. C+R Augm. means that cropped and rotated samples are added for SVM training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CNN Layer</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>MAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overfeat</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>1 resize</td>
<td>75.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-Lin</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling</td>
<td>78.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-sED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>15 × 3,</td>
<td>80.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-cED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>7 × 1,</td>
<td>79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-mED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>1 × 1</td>
<td>80.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined SPP-sED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling micro features</td>
<td>82.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razavian et al. [34]</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>1 resize</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razavian et al. [34]</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>C+R Augm</td>
<td>77.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatfield et al. [3]</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>C+F Augm 10 crops</td>
<td>79.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatfield et al. [3]</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>fine tune</td>
<td>82.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He et al. [6]</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>SPP net</td>
<td>80.10*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Classification accuracy for Pascal VOC 2007 dataset. C+R Augm. means that cropped and rotated samples are added for training, C+F Augm and F Augm means that either cropped and flipped or flipped samples are added for fine tunning or SVM training. The last value indicated with * is not directly comparable because it uses a specific SPP pooling in the CNN.
Table 4: Classification accuracy for Caltech101 dataset. C+F Augm means that either cropped and flipped samples are added for SVM training. The two last results indicated with * are not directly comparable because they use a specific SPP pooling in the CNN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CNN Layer</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Accuracy 15 tr</th>
<th>Accuracy 30 tr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overfeat</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>1 resize</td>
<td>80.03 ± 0.62</td>
<td>83.64 ± 0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-Lin</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pooling</td>
<td>85.26 ± 0.51</td>
<td>89.10 ± 0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-cED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>15 × 4,</td>
<td>85.58 ± 0.68</td>
<td>89.48 ± 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-mED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>7 × 2,</td>
<td>86.47 ± 0.57</td>
<td>90.25 ± 0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 × 1, 1 × 1</td>
<td>86.14 ± 0.58</td>
<td>90.07 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined SPP-cED</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>SPP pool. W=6 dense feat.</td>
<td>87.49 ± 0.43</td>
<td>91.07 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeiler and Fergus [2]</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>1 crop</td>
<td>83.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>86.50 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatfield et al. [3]</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>C+F Augm 10 crops</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>87.76 ± 0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatfield et al. [3]</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>fine tune C+F Augm 10 crops</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88.35 ± 0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He et al. [6]</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>SPP net</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>89.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He et al. [6]</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>6 × 3 × 2 × 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>91.44* ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Classification accuracy for Caltech101 dataset. C+F Augm means that either cropped and flipped samples are added for SVM training. The two last results indicated with * are not directly comparable because they use a specific SPP pooling in the CNN.

This highlights the key result of this paper: using string representations and edit distances for image comparison significantly improves classification results in comparison with classical static representations and rigid matching approaches.

5.3.2. Comparison of SPP-based approaches

In this section, we propose to study more in details the behavior of the SPP-based methods varying the representation parameters and the type of dataset. Figure 6 reports the accuracies or MAP values in function of $H$ for the different SPP based methods on each dataset. We recall that $H$ is the maximum number of divisions along the vertical axis. Three values are studied: $H = 4$, $H = 8$ and $H = 15$. The number of divisions along the horizontal axis is fixed to $W = 3$ for 15Scenes, MIT indoor and Pascal VOC 2007 and to $W = 4$ for Caltech101 to better take into account the particular symmetry of images of this dataset.

Comparing SPP-based methods in figure 6, we again observe that structural representations and edit distances clearly outperform the $SPP - Lin$ baseline whatever the parameter $H$ is. The improvement is always greater than 1% and reaches about 5% for MIT indoor dataset. Moreover, for all datasets, the rigid matching result is maximal for $H = 8$ and then decreases or remains constant for $H = 15$. Conversely, edit distances are less penalized by bad matches and the best results are obtained for $H = 15$. More precisely, we can notice that for 15Scenes and Caltech101 datasets where subjects are scaled and centred, the improvement is lower. Conversely, for MIT indoor or Pascal VOC datasets, edit distances are able to compensate objects variations in position or
Figure 6: Comparison of structured and non-structured representations for different numbers of divisions $H$ of the spatial pyramid pooling. The maximum number of divisions along horizontal axis is equal to $W = 3$ for 15Scenes (a), MIT indoor (b) and Pascal VOC 2007 (c) and $W = 4$ for Caltech101 (d).
scale thus provide higher improvement. Another important parameter for edit distances is the vertical organization of the scene. As shown by Table 5, the best performing object classes of Pascal VOC 2007 have a significant vertical organization as "sofa", "chair" and "bus".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>SPP-Lin</th>
<th>SPP-sED</th>
<th>SPP-cED</th>
<th>SPP-mED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aeroplane</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bicycle</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>89.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>88.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boat</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>85.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottle</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>49.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bus</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>88.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chair</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cow</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>70.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diningtable</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horse</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>91.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motorbike</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pottedplant</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheep</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sofa</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tvmonitor</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>77.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78.87</td>
<td>80.36</td>
<td>79.95</td>
<td>80.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: By-class results for Pascal VOC 2007 dataset.

Finally, if we focus on the three versions of edit distance, we note different behaviors depending on both the edit distance version and the dataset. Considering all datasets, we can notice that mED is always the best or the second best performing method. Thus, the merge operation introduced in this distance is better than del/ins operations used either in cED or in the original sED proposed by Nguyen et al. [17]. We can also notice that cED performs better for highly structured images with a fixed spatial layout as in Caltech 101 dataset. Conversely, sED and mED better handle a variable spatial layout as in 15Scenes, MIT Indoor or Pascal VOC 2007 datasets. Considering by class results from Pascal VOC 2007 (Table 5), we can confirm and refine these comments. Globally, cED performs poorly because of the variable spatial layout. However, it performs slightly better for "bird" and "dog" classes for which the subject is more often centered in the image. In average mED and sED perform almost equally but we notice that again, mED is always the best or second best performing method. Lastly, we notice that mED seems to perform better for natural low structured scenes as "boat", "horse" or "cow" whereas sED seems to perform better for more structured scenes as "aeroplane", "bicycle", "chair" or "pottedplant".

5.3.3. Comparison to the state-of-the-art

Most state-of-the-art results are obtained using specific refinements either in the CNN pre-training or in the classification step. To illustrate the full potential of SPP-ED and provide a fair comparison, we have also computed the best SP-ED result using denser features obtained either by reducing the stride alone (indicated by "dense features" in the tables) or by reducing the stride and the scale of features (indicated by "micro features").
The choice of using dense or micro features depends on the dataset. Indeed, CNN features are trained using ImageNet where images contain a single roughly centered object filling most of the image. Then, for datasets containing images having such roughly centered objects, as MIT indoor or Caltech 101, it is better to use the stride reduction alone to keep the size of features unchanged. Conversely, when objects are much smaller and can appear at various locations as in 15Scenes and Pascal VOC 2007, the scale reduction is a better strategy. For Pascal VOC 2007, we have also augmented the training set by adding flipped images (indicated by "F Augm"). The corresponding refined results are given in the last SPP-ED line of tables 1, 2, 3 and 4.

In the last part of tables, we have reported state-of-the-art results obtained with CNN-based methods for each dataset. All methods are based on the training of a CNN on ImageNet. Most of them use a SVM classifier to learn the classes of the target dataset. Some methods use data augmentation (adding either cropped (C), rotated (R) or flipped (F) samples) to learn the target dataset (indicated by "Augm" in the tables). Additionally the authors of [7, 3] use a fine tuning of the CNN combined with a softmax classifier instead of the SVM classifier (indicated by "fine tune"). Lastly, the authors of [8] use a different CNN architecture or dataset for training, Koskela and Laaksonen also combine four different CNNs to achieve their best result.

15Scenes (table 1): This dataset enables the comparison of our results with those presented in [8]. As seen in section 2.2, the latter method uses a multiscale approach similar to [5] which requires to decompose an image into 10 multiscale crops, each of them being further processed by the CNN and combined in the final feature vector. We note that our improved SPP-ED method outperforms the single crop and multiscale cases with 91.57% of accuracy. The last result provided by Koskela and Laaksonen [8] (indicated with *) is a little higher than ours (90.4%). But note that this result is not directly comparable to ours. Indeed, the CNN features they used are different, they are obtained from four different CNN outputs computed through two different CNN architectures, each of them being trained with two different versions of ImageNet datasets (2010 and 2012 versions). Note that our approach is still competitive with this approach and could certainly be further improved by applying comparable multi-CNN strategies.

MIT indoor (table 2): For this dataset, our method outperforms all state-of-the-art methods. Even our standard results outperform single and multiscale approaches proposed in [5, 7]. Our improved SPP-ED result outperforms the result reported in [34] where the SVM training set was augmented by adding rotated image crops.

Pascal VOC 2007 (table 3): Again, our method outperforms all concurrent methods. Our standard SPP-sED and SPP-mED outperform all methods combining pre-trained CNN and SVM. In particular, they outperform the SPP-Net of He et al. [6] which is specifically designed for spatial pyramid pooling and requires the design and the training of a specific CNN architecture. Note that our refined SPP-ED outperforms the outstanding result obtained by Chatfield et al. [3] which requires a CNN fine tuning training with a specific ranking hinge loss, flip images for data augmentation and 10 passes through the CNN to deal with geometric variations. In comparison, our refined method uses standard CNN features computed in one single pass (with double scale input image) and an edit kernel SVM for training (with additional flipped images for training).
Caltech 101 (table 4): To take into account the strong spatial structure of this dataset, in our refined results, we increased the number of bands to \( W = 6 \) together with dense features. In table 4, we notice that our standard and refined SPP-ED outperform all methods that use the output of full connected layers as features. In particular, they outperform results from Chatfield et al. [3] with data augmentation (flip images in the training) and fine tuning. They also outperform the SPP-Net of He et al. [6] when the features are extracted at the output of the first fully connected layer (layer 6/8). However, if features are extracted at the output of the last convolution layer and pooled in a spatial pyramid, He et al. [6] method is slightly better than our structural approach (for 30 train images per class). Note that this strategy is exactly what we propose. The only difference is that their CNN is specifically trained with a spatial pyramid pooling step whereas ours is trained with a normal pooling. Therefore, it is not directly comparable to ours and it is very likely that we can achieve better by using SPP-Net features with our edit distance. Finally, we note that even with Overfeat features, our result for 30 train images remains competitive (only less than 0.4% lower) and, to the best of our knowledge, our result for 15 training images per class (87.48%), is the best reported until now.

In conclusion, these results show that our approach outperforms all state-of-the-art methods which use a comparable CNN as feature extractor either combined with a SVM classifier or fine tuned on the target dataset. Even recent improvements using multi-scale approaches are less successful. The SPP-Net from He et al. [6] performs slightly better on Caltech101 but really worse on Pascal VOC 2007. Moreover, this method is not directly comparable to ours because it uses a CNN specifically trained with spatial pyramid pooling.

5.3.4. Computational considerations

To quantify more precisely the computational benefit of our approach, we have reported in table 6 its execution time compared with some concurrent methods. Our reference computer is a standard PC with a 16 cores 3.7 Ghz CPU (no GPU used) and we consider a classification problem with \( n_t = 1500 \) train images. Processing times are estimated from the time \( t_f \) of one forward pass through the CNN, the number of crops \( n_c \) used for feature extraction, and times \( t_{train} \) and \( t_{test} \) taken respectively for training the classifier or testing an image. The total training time \( T_{train} \) and the per image testing time \( T_{test} \) are given by:

\[
T_{train} = n_t n_c t_f + t_{train}
\]

\[
T_{test} = n_c t_f + t_{test}
\]

For all methods, we took the value \( t_f = 2.5s \) measured with our Overfeat implementation. For our structural methods, times \( t_{train} \) and \( t_{test} \) times are depending on edit kernel processing times. They are measured using our standard parameters with our raw C++ implementation. For other SVM based methods, they are neglected. For methods using a fine tuned CNN we have reported GPU in the training column to indicate that a GPU architecture is needed. Note that the initial CNN training time is not taken into account in the purpose of using a pre-trained CNN.

It is clear from table 6 that our method has one of the shortest processing time thanks to the single pass through the CNN. Both training and testing can be processed efficiently with a standard PC without using any GPU. It is a little slower than SPP-Net
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$n_c$</th>
<th>Training (min) $t_{\text{train}}$</th>
<th>Testing (s/im) $t_{\text{test}}$</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPP-sED and SPP-cED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPP-mED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>194.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koskela et al. [8], Multiscale</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koskela et al. [8], 4 CNN</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razavian et al. [34], C+R Augm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gong et al. [5], Multiscale</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1312.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatfield et al. [3], C+F Augm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatfield et al. [3], fine tune</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He et al. [8], SPP-Net</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Estimated processing time on a standard PC with a 16 cores 3.7 Ghz CPU (no GPU used).

because of the time taken to compute the edit kernel. However, let’s note that using SPP-Net as a pre-trained CNN is not as flexible as using Overfeat because in SPP-Net, the parameters of SPP pooling are fixed into the network, and may not be optimal for all datasets. In particular, we have previously noticed that SPP-Net performs bad for Pascal VOC 2007.

In conclusion, considering all the datasets, our method is the best performing one with the shortest execution time. One great advantage is that both training and testing can be achieved quickly without requiring a specific GPU architecture.

6. Conclusion

Approximate matching is an important area of pattern recognition research. In this paper, we demonstrate that the powerful edit distance can be very effective for image classification if we carefully choose the edit operations and their associated costs. We have formulated two edit distance variants, $cED$ and $mED$. Combined with the recent dominant CNN features and the spatial pyramid pooling, it is clear that using our structural approaches perform better than standard static approaches. Not only they take into account the statistical properties of regions, but also their spatial dependencies. It makes them more robust to image transformations, and therefore, improves image classification. The gain is particularly significant in datasets such as Pascal VOC 2007 (around 2%) where objects are particularly misaligned or MIT indoor (around 5%) where contents are very complex and vary in scale and position. Moreover, our method is shown to be competitive with all state-of-the-art approaches of the literature, with one of the shortest execution time. Additionally, thanks to the use of a pre-trained CNN and a single feature extraction step, both training and testing can be achieved quickly in a standard CPU without the need of handling the complex training of the whole network.

There are different ways to extend this work. First of all, $mED$ only works with the merge and substitution operations. Obviously, it could be interesting to combine them with insertion, deletion operations that are not used anymore. Second, ideas used for image similarity appear adequate to other application tasks, especially near duplicate image detection, where it is required to measure, close but slightly different visual content. Third, it would seem pertinent to integrate our edit operations into graph representations.
to better take into account relationships between neighboring strings. These issues are left for future research.
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